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Nightmare of a Dll."eam 
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ON DECEMBER 2, 1942 the first nuclear reactor went 
critical, releasing for the first time the enormous 
energies of. atomic fission and ushering in the nuclear 
dream. But the reality was to be different; the dream · 
rapidly turned into a:nightmare. By the end of that 
decade not only had energy from the atom claimed 
'war victims' but it had also shown its potential in kill- 
, ing, maiming.and scarring for life anyone who worked 
with it. Pi.s early as August 19 a young worker at the 
Los Alamos 'atom bomb laboratory' working on 
fission studies diedan agonising death after accidental 
&-:osure to radiation even as his numerous colleagues 
",.cffansporting fission material or experimenting with it 
wer~ becoming permanently affected. By the fifties 
while several countries had built commercial reactors. 
producing electricity, well-developed weapons pro 
grammes were also under way; And that was when the 
myth of the· peaceful atom took shape and gained 
substance. 
The nuclear debate, in addition to being a human 

rights issue directly impinges on all aspects. of health 
care; A nuclear war, even: a limited one, would be com 
pletely unmanageable by even the, most efficient and 
most sophisticated health care system. (See p' 112) 
Moreover no, weapons system, even.if meant as a deter 
ranee, and however rudirnentary/skelatal can be built 
up without some kind of testing of the-devices. -This 
has a direct consequence for the burden of ill-heakh 
among people not only of the affected region, but 
globally. And then there is the expenditure on ar 
maments which is eating into the already meagre health 
and welfare budgets. While this is true of a1'1 countries, 
it has a more disastrous impact on poor nations. The 
'peaceful atom' too is a h.ealth. hazard. Three Mile 
Islands and Chernobyls can with the increasing pro 
liferation of nuc)ear reactors, happen more frequently. 
With the secrecy which is an integral feature of the in 
ternational nuclear industry, we may not even know 
when and if such disasters have taken' place, Besides, 
evidence is accumulating on the long-term effects of 
low-level' radiation, once thought to be 'harmless; (See 
p 113). 

'Atoms For Peace' 
It is not an accident of history 'that the Atoms for 

Peace programme 
I 
was proposed by Eisenhower in. 

'1953. By then ,the military expenditure. on nuclear in 
stallations had overshot anything that the country had 
spent even during times of war; the anti-bomb lobby 
while certainly not influential enough to change the 
course ot development, at least had nuisance value; 
nuclear reactors whether for peaceful uses or for war 
weapons development were essentially the same; under 
US legislations weapons technology could not be 
shared with non-weapons countries-an important 

political lever for other kinds of gains in international 
diplomacy; it was-only logical therefore todevise ways 
and means of continuing and expanding research and 
development efforts in nuclear sciences which while 
being ostensibly 'civilian' could easily be harnessed to 
war efforts when needed. 
Thus the technical linkages between peaceful and . 

military nuclear reactors-i e, the fact that it is dur 
ing the process of controlled fission that the bomb 

. material is produced or that the enrichment plants used 
to produce· fuel for the 'peaceful' nuclear reactor-can 
also, with. sufficient modifications, be used to 
manufacture bomb material.....:.have been politically 
reinforced. To argue that the two, the peaceful atom : 
and the military atom are differentis neither politically 
nor technically tenable. 

It is in this context that the Indian nuclear· pro 
gramme got under way. It would be incredibly naive· 
today to believe that the Indian bourgeoisie at the time· 
of independence were not aware of the weapons poten 
tial of the peaceful nuclear programme. The fact that 
the programme has from the beginning been .accord-.-. 
ed high priority in terms of funding, that it has always 
been under the prime minister's direct control, the crea 
tion of tpe Atomic Energy Act with its unbelievable 
powers to suppress information, and the fact that the 
department's-accounts have never been open to public 
or parliamentary scrutiny o~ .audit by the ·Auditor; 
General of India are obvious indications that the 
weapons angle has always been kept in perspective j~. 
developing the programme, Events in subsequent years 
especially in the last decade have given further evidence 
of this. • • . 
The nuclear debate is not new. While the dissent of 

the 50s was generally focussed on nuclear armament, 
the first ever protest against a nuclear power reactor 
was organised in 1957 in the US. But it is -in the-seven 
ties that the nuclear debate came into its own. 
Throughout the 60s even as more and more 'peaceful' . 
nuclear reactors were being built, data was also accu 
melating about radiation-related deaths among victims 

· exposed to nuclear test fallouts, about the numerous 
things that could go wrong in a nuclear reactor, and 
about the potential' Iong-term effects of low-level 
radiation. 
Throughout the fifties. the US continued to test 

nuclear weapons in a variety of geographical 
locations-66 of the 200, were in the Pacific ocean. 
While radiation damage from the-fallout had been ac 
cumulating slowly over the years throughout the area, 
it was the Rongelap or the Bikini test which ~rought 
home to the world not only the horrors of thenuclear 
armaments programme even during peace time, but 
also the horrendous coverup used by the US and every 
other state which has had anything to do with the 
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atoms--the denials, the coverups and the secrecy, 
Chiildren of Rongelap played in the 'snow' from the 
massive fallout from the test which entirely covered the 
ground for 78 hours before the US decided to.inform 
the islanders of the deadly radiation and evacuated 
them. 

0

The first five years saw a sharp rise in miscar 
riages and stiHb~rths; but it was only after 9 years that· 
the US medical experts acknowledged that the children 
were particularly prone to thyroid problems and the 
seriousness was highlighted when a 19-;year-.old boy 
who had been the youngest to plav in the 'snow' died 
of leukaemia. Women from Rongelap continue to give 
birth to what they describe as "a bunch of grapcs'!._a 
consequence of radiation exposure because of whie"h 
cystic grape like structures occur in the uterus or 
sometimes a ~ingle hydatiform mole is formed from 

· a fertilised ovum which has lost its nucleus. 
The peaceful atom too was beginning 10 show its 

belligerence-the increasing health problems of nuclear 
workers-the uranium miners, the transporters, reactor 
operators and; the whole army of workers-was forcing 
several nations to pass legislations: But this also led 
to successful efforts to formulate so-called safety stan 
dards which only obliterated the real effects of radia- 
tion damage; - 
It is interesting here to point out that the interna 

tional bodies which are supposed to set the limits of 
exposure and monitor it are themselves open to 
criticism of bia:s. Moreover, even as evidence ac 
cumulates about the extensive and long-term damage 
due· to nuclear operations, the levels of exposure etc 
have been revised and concepts modified to accom 
modate them. For instance, it is now accepted that there 
is no safe dose of radiation; therefore the 'permissible 
dose' was evolyed. And.ironically enough it is not the 
health establishment which has tradkionaliy been in 
volved with monitoring these aspects; the- discipline 
called health physics which evolved at around the time 
of the first nuclear reactor has been dominated by 
physicists and engineers and its ftindamental concern 
has been to giv.e the nuclear industry a dean chit. (See 
page 119 for discussions on the biases in concepts of 
'risk' and safety'.) 

Anti Nuke Debate 

another manifestation of these considrations, pro 
viding a motive force: The growth, of the peace move" 
ment cannot be measured only in terms of nbmbers" 
but In terms ofits political effcctivity. One consequence' 
of this has been the incorponatiorr of mamy of the anti 
nuke movements, demands into the progrnmmes and' 
manifestos of opposition parties in Europe. Whi1le the 
Green party has gained ground in West Germany ,in 
the last election, in Australia and Leeland too parties 
wi~h a maior.focuson anti-nuke and peace issues have 
contested elections and won ,parJ.iamentary represerr 
ration. The communists in France are ac_tively par- 
tici,phating i1: antdi-nuke ddeFQon.str

1
ations; f?r th1hepco~1f,~- ,.__,___ _ _ 

trr. as continue to con. UCt nuc ear tests in l · e · aCI IC #"- -~ 
despite worldwide protest. At Greenham Common, UK 
women have been camping outside the defence area 
in protest aganst the deployment of Cruise missil~ 
In the Pacific too, several nations have come together - _ _: 

to declare the zone a nuclear free one with ma11y coun 
tries, including the USSR and excluding the US rati 
fying the declaration. Not the least of these new 
developments has been the spectacular ,impact of the 
International Physicians for the prevention ofnuclear 
war (IPPNW) (See p 111) · 

But closer home a vocal nuclear lobby is ,pressurising 
the Indian state into giving the final signal to produce 
the bomb which is supposedly all but ready. Moreover 
the nuclear industry is planning ,the biggest expansion 
programmes, with· a target of 10,000 MW of power 
from nuclear sources. Capitalist development in India 
poised to shift gears. to a more rapid grow.th which will 
inevitably make demands for changes in'the economy. 
The atoms-for-progress-and-peace theme is acquiring 
11ew mea11ing. Acquiring nuclear ·weapons capabHity 
not only ·becomes necessary as deterrance 'to keep 
peace' in the region, but also to reassert hegemonic 
aspirations. At the same time nuclear power with its 
long-term advantage of low labour inputs, ceRtralised 
cont11ol etc is seen as the only means of providing for 
the power requirements of indastrial growth. 
This t~e n~clear debate has both"a global aRd-a na 

tionaI dimension and within this broad perspective are 
several issues. There is on the ;one hand the issue. of 
how we view war, nuclear armameRt and disarma,.neRt 
at the global level' as wel'l as the nati,onal. ReceRt 
marxist analyses of war see it mainly as a condition 
of capitalist .production. 'Fhey argue that highly in 
dustrialised capitalist economies generate surplus value 
at such a rate that .:apital begins to accu(ltulate i:apidly 
and this inevitably leads to faUing ,returns of invest 
ment thus leading to crisis. The creation of d'efence 
establishments which must be kept ready to strike at 
all times in terms of training, competence aRd technical 
superiority provides for vast capitali expenditures in a 
justifiably non-productive fashion-ie without ,creating 
new value. Seen in this light the theory of deterrance, 
whether.it fa. in terms of ke\;!ping huge conventioRaI 
military establishments or buitding up nucl'ear 
armaments and deploying them becomes a cpnditions 

It is-pertinent to ask why a debate which has been 
goi11g.on for over three decades needs to be given space 
and' attention here. There have been .:Several 
developments in the past few years about which we can 
neither remain unaware· nor unconcerned. For one 
thing after four decades· of the arms race the US and 
the USSR are on the verge of reaching a historic agree. 
ment on dfsmantling nuclear weapons in Europe. If 
the agreem~nt ·on dismantling intermediate raHge 
missiles in Europe whatever its limited scope comes 
through it will be the first ever of its }fad. Undoubted 
ly, national and giobal .econ<?mic and .political con 
siderations have had a lot to do with the ·move, with 
the growi11g European peace movement, which is itself 
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of capitalist production. 
In the context of international capitalist development 

itis absurd to take one view of war and armament on 
the global level, i e, support disarmament efforts, while 
at the same time take a completely different view at 
the national level, i e,. support the bomb lobby 
encouraging nuclear arms production. 
,Equally, it would be utterly naive and blind to try 

to delink the.nuclear arms· issue from that of nuclear 
power. Setting up a nuclear capability for producing 
10,000 MW JJOWer is equivalent to establishing the base 
for producing a full complement of nuclear weaponry. 

. __,But for the moment let us assume that it is possible 
-?"- for us to seperate the two. Would nuclear power be a 

, feasible and safe proposition then? 
It is important here to point out that India has been 
~eon the peaceful nudear front at every level of 
~fie"'nuclear cycle. Uranium is mined in the country; 
t~is ore 11s well as other fission materials can be pro 
cessed and enriched, albeit to _a limited extent accor 
ding to official sources; we have several reactors which 
even if they have never been working efficiently to pro 
duce power for which they were ostensibly set up they 
have been producing fission products in large quan 
tities and huge quantities of radioactive waste; India 
has had a sophisticated reprocessing facility for almost 
as long as •it has had its first power-reactor and it has 
had to store the long and short ·half Ii fe wastes in many 
dumps. 
There is today enough information worldwide to 

showhow workers and "non-workers in and around 
these various ~uclear establishments are being per 
manently affected by radiation damage. Indian studies 
(see.p 1124) have shownjust how incapable the depart 
ment has been in monitoring the health of workers in 
the Rare Earths plant at Alwaye _in Kerala one. of the 
oldest such plants in the country. Since the 70s ·several 
stories of how workers are exposed to high radiation 
doses during cleanups have •reapetedly surfaced from 

. \_ Tarapur and Rajasthan. The department' has kept on 
record ofpeople around any nuclear installations; but 
recent studies in UK have shown a definite possibility 
of chiid9ood

0

lel!lkaemia.ch1sters around power plants 
and no significant contraditions have as yet come forth 
despite close scrutiny of the studues, A;d nobody is 
aware,ofwhere the nuclear waste dumps are which is 
elassified information under the Atomic energy Act 
Government control. 
· In fact the Act which vests extraordinary powers with 
~he state is perhaps the ~o~t draconian.of legislations 
m the country. It, permits the nuclear industry to get 
away with criminal negligence of the most basic safe 
ty norms. AAd yet quite amazingly, it has, by and large 
escaped criticism-the Parliamentary opposition has 

-i never made an issue of demanding a review of the Act. 
And then there are two other issues-one of the 

possibility of accident at a nuclear facility and the 
other of 'retiring' old plants. It is clear now that Three 
Mile island and Chernobyl, the two publicly known 

nuclear accidents are not specific and rare instances- .,, 
they can occur at any point ,in the nuclear cycle, no 
matter how fail-safe the process. The secrecy which is 
part 0f any nuclear establishment anywhere in t:he 
world makes it impossible to ensure the safety of 
populations around. Only in the last decade has the 
issue of what to do with old nuclear plants received 
attention: The dilemma is that firstly,. the expenses 
involved in shutting down are enormous, secondly c,l • 
nuclear plant unlike other establishments cannot 
simply be abandoned it is in the nature of a time bomb 
because it will be radioactively 'hot' for a long-time · 
and has therefore to be safeguarded' and thirdly in the 
bright dawn of thenuclear era nobody had thought 
to make provisions, costwise or otherwise about 
dismantling these monsters," 

But notwithstanding alt this there is yet another facet 
of the picture which demands attention. Atomic energy 
has not only produced. electricty but a variety of 
nuclear products used in a range of applications, par 
ticularly in medicine. There can be no denying the fact 
that the use of radioisotopes have enormously benefit 
ted biomedical and engineering sciences and there is 
no. substitute for radiation · therapy with aM its 
drawbacks and.problems. While it is true that the 
technology to produce them may be different, can it 
not be argued that this is in many senses a matter of 

, scale? Can we seperate this from the rest of the issue 
and would it be possible to confine all future applica 
tions, research etc only to these areas. Can scientific 
developments no matter what their impetus and. the 
predetermined boundaries of growth, be entirely 
contained? 
The Indian anti-nuke movement has been of fairly 

recent origin-but it has already made considerable im 
pact on an establishment, which for the first time has 
been forced to give serious consideration to'. sensitive 
questions. But the medical establishment, has in 
keeping with its class interest kept out of the picture . 
However, if heaith is our everyday concern and if 

\ye bdieve that health care in more than medicare an_d 
is a political issue, we have .to confront the nuclear 
issue~For, in doing so, we confront in quintessence, 
the contradictions and consequences of world 
capi,talism. _ J'adma P'.:-,kash 
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